H2020 5G Infrastructure PPP
Phase 2 Pre-structuring Model – SME Mapping_1

Insert your company logo or name on the relevant Targeted Action (TA) box - Only the two (2) most important –max three (3)!

Note: The size and the orientation of the TAs boxes do not indicate the potential size or manpower of future Projects. More information and the PDF version of the model available on the 5G-PPP web site.
H2020 5G Infrastructure PPP
Business verticals – SME Mapping_2

If you work in the business vertical(s) segment, insert your company logo over the most important business vertical and also locate your SME in the “B2B/B2C coordinates” (one)!

If you work on other vertical(s) missing on this slide, please add it/them here:

Example (IoT OSS Initiative Landscape; AIOTI WG3)